Fellows Deborah Jin, Jun Ye, and John Bohn are exploring new scientific territory in cold-molecule chemistry. Experimentalists Jin and Ye and their colleagues can now manipulate, observe, and control ultralow-temperature potassium-rubidium (KRb) molecules in their lowest quantum-mechanical state. Theorist Bohn analyzes what the experimentalists see and predicts molecule behaviors under different conditions. No other group in the world has even succeeded in making molecules like these, much less observing them collide and undergo chemical reactions at temperatures just three-hundred billionths of a degree above absolute zero.

For its part, the JILA cold-molecule collaboration is charging ahead in its quest to understand the new form of matter created just one and a half years ago (see “The Polar Molecule Express” in the Fall 2008 issue of JILA Light & Matter). The collaboration’s success is underscored by three seminal papers published between January and April of 2010 in Physical Review Letters, Science, and Nature. Team members responsible for this avalanche of discovery include former research associate Silke Ospelkaus (now at Germany’s Max Planck Institute for Quantum Optics), former graduate student Kang-Kuen Ni (now a postdoc at CalTech), research associates Dajun Wang and Goulven Quéméner, graduate students Marcio de Miranda and Brian Neyenhuis, and theorist Paul Julienne of NIST’s Joint Quantum Institute.

In 2009, Ospelkaus and the experimental team overcame major technical challenges to create ultracold KRb molecules in their lowest quantum-mechanical state. While it was a feat to create ultracold molecules in their lowest rotational and vibrational states, it proved to be even more challenging to move all the molecules into the lowest of 36 possible nuclear spin states. However, the team eventually developed a method that allowed them to prepare molecules either in the lowest-energy nuclear spin state or in a coherent superposition of selected spin states. The secret was figuring out how to use an interaction in an excited rotational state of the polar molecules to couple the molecules’ nuclear spins with their rotations. Then, by zapping the molecules with two different wavelengths of microwave radiation, the team could move all the molecules into their quantum-mechanical ground state. This accomplishment was reported in the January 22, 2010, issue of Physical Review Letters.
The ability to create ultracold KRb molecules in their lowest quantum-mechanical state made it possible for the team to observe the behavior of the molecules colliding, as well as breaking and forming chemical bonds. This achievement was reported by Ospelkaus and colleagues in the February 12, 2010, issue of Science, where the researchers described the first-ever study of the chemistry of ultralow-temperature KRb molecules.

At ultralow temperatures, the molecules manifest themselves mostly in quantum mechanical waves, instead of behaving like ordinary particles. The molecular waves extend long distances inside a gaseous cloud. The behavior of molecules at ultralow temperatures includes chemistry, but chemistry in a strange world where the laws of quantum mechanics prevail.

The team observed molecular interactions that led to the breaking and formation of chemical bonds between atoms. These observations were possible because the researchers were able to control every aspect of the energy and motion of the molecules.

“What controls ultracold collisions is the nature of the molecules themselves,” Ye said. “It depends on whether the molecules are ‘fermions or bosons.’” Neighboring bosons happily pile up in the same place at ultralow temperatures, the independently minded fermions cannot share the same piece of real estate. So when these standoffish molecules approach each other, they can only get so close before they start warily circling around each other. But even so, some pairs of these molecules can still manage to slowly form new chemical bonds.

“At some point while fermionic molecules are dancing around each other, the molecules may quantum mechanically tunnel through the barrier between them and undergo a chemical reaction,” Jin explained. She added that her work with Ye and Bohn has shown that the chemistry of ultracold molecules is far richer than anticipated.

For instance, the team was able to adjust its experiment to allow collisions between KRb molecules, all of which are fermions. The secret was preparing two groups of KRb molecules that were different from each other in terms of the energy state of their nuclei. Both sets of molecules were still fermions, but they were no longer identical. In this system, the identical fermions got close together still circled around each other as before. However, nonidentical fermions collided with each other head on, resulting in reaction rates that were 10–100 times faster.

At first, it surprised Jin and Ye that such relatively fast reaction rates could occur at ultralow temperatures. However, they realized that these molecules are like waves and can overlap with each other even when they are far apart.

“When molecules are waves, their sphere of influence is much, much bigger than when they are particles,” Ye explained, adding that the collisions and reactions were occurring with pairs of molecules. “When we lower the temperature of KRb molecules even further, we expect to see other exotic quantum-mechanical behaviors, including chemical reactions influenced by an entire gas in a collective fashion.”

The next step, however, was an investigation of KRb collisions in a modest applied electric field. An electric field can increase the KRb molecules’ electric dipole moment, or charge separation between the slightly more negatively charged K atom and the slightly more positively charged Rb atom. The capability of tuning the strength of the dipole moments is expected to make it possible to control ultracold chemical reactions and create novel ultralow-temperature structures.

With the assistance of theorist John Bohn and his group, the team, now with Ni leading the effort, was able to observe a dramatic increase in the molecule collision rate when an electric field was applied. This rate increase was directly tied to the strength of the induced electric dipole moment in the molecules. The effect was so strong that the creation of a long-lived cloud of polar molecules may require a two-dimensional optical trap to impose the influence of the attractive head-to-tail dipolar interactions. Nevertheless, these early results showed how long-range dipolar interactions can be used for electric-field control of chemical reaction rates at ultralow temperatures. The work on dipolar collisions in the quantum world was reported in the April 29, 2010, online issue of Nature.

The amazing thing is that the three new experiments reported here make up just the first chapter in an entirely new book being written at JILA on ultralow-temperature chemistry.

Redefining Chemistry at JILA

Story continued from pg 1

The cold-molecule collaboration has developed a method for directly imaging ultracold ground-state KRb molecules. Their old method required the transfer of ultracold KRb molecules into a Feshbach state, which is sensitive to electric and magnetic fields. Thus researchers had to turn off the electric field and keep the magnetic field at a fixed value during the imaging process. However, the team recently began to probe the influence of changing electric and magnetic fields on the behavior of ultralow-temperature KRb molecules. Consequently, the researchers wanted to image the ultralow-temperature KRb molecules in the ground state. However, the complex energy-level structure of molecules made the task of directly imaging molecules much more challenging than for atoms.

A collaboration team led by research associate Dajun Wang met this challenge. To do so, Wang had to find a molecular transition sensitive to a particular frequency of laser light. Then, he had to conduct experiments to determine how the molecules and photons interacted, including determining the laser intensity to use. The laser had to be intense enough so that most of the molecules in a ultracold molecular gas would absorb at least one photon. Then by counting the photons missing from the laser beam, the team could determine the number of molecules in the cloud.

But, the laser couldn’t shine too brightly or it would create noise due to the extra photons, and the molecular signal would get lost. It took Wang months to solve these two problems. He had help from graduate students Brian Neyenhuis and Marcio de Miranda, former graduate student Kang-Kuen Ni, former research associate Silke Ospelkaus, and Fellows Deborah Jin and Jun Ye.

To image the molecules, Wang shined a 658 nm laser at a cloud ofKRb molecules in their ground state. Molecules absorbed photons from this pulse, creating a shadow image. Then to reduce background noise, Wang shined a second pulse of the same wavelength on the same apparatus without any molecules. By subtracting shadow image created by the first pulse from the light image, Wang got a good picture of the ground-state molecules. Next, Wang and his team did experiments to see what they could learn with the new technique. They found that if they aimed their laser pulses at an ultracold molecule cloud and turned off the trap (which lets the cloud expand), they could determine the momentum and position distributions of molecules in the original cloud. One of a series of pictures taken during the cloud’s expansion (after 2 ms) is shown here.

The experiments included the imaging of molecules under an arbitrary combination of electric and magnetic fields. Thus, the team achieved what it set out to do. From now on, direct imaging should be a powerful tool for studying molecular quantum gases.
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Imagine being able to observe how a magnet works at the nanoscale level, both in space and in time. For instance, how fast does a nanoscale magnetic material switch its orientation? What if understanding magnetic switching might lead to the use of the spin of an electron rather than its charge to create new devices? A new method for investigating such possibilities is just beginning to be explored.

Mathias Weber and his team recently did the following experiment: They excited the methyl group (CH₃) on one end of nitromethane anion (CH₃NO⁻) with an infrared (IR) laser. The laser got the methyl group vibrating with enough energy to get the nitro group (NO₂) at the other end of the molecule wagging hard enough to spit out its extra electron. The figure above, which appeared on the April 1, 2010, cover of the Journal of Physical Chemistry A, shows an artist’s conception of the process from start to finish. The figure includes two photoelectron spectroscopic images that clearly distinguish between the loss of the extra electron due to nitro-group vibrations and an ordinary chemical reaction.

Graduate student Chris Adams and former graduate student Holger Schneider (now a postdoc at the Paul Scherrer Institute in Switzerland) worked with Weber on this novel experiment. The experiment is a molecular analog of heat conduction, and molecular-level understanding of this process is important because knowing the way in which energy flows through and gets redistributed in molecules is necessary for understanding and predicting chemical reactions.

Even before doing the experiment, the researchers suspected that the anion would end up emitting its extra electron. The other possible ways for getting rid of the excess energy were much less likely. For instance, the molecule could have fallen apart, but that route would have required more energy than the laser delivered to the molecule in the first place. The molecule could also have stopped vibrating by simply radiating its extra heat into the environment, in a process known as radiative cooling. However, radiative cooling occurs far more slowly than the vibrational detachment of the extra electron.

Consequently, the group opted to look for and study the vibrational detachment of the electron due to laser heating of the methyl end of the molecule. However, for heat to travel through nitromethane anion, the vibrations initiated by the laser in the methyl group had to couple into the nitro group. This end of the molecule is where the extra electron spends most of its time. Adams and his colleagues realized that it wouldn’t take a lot of energy to dislodge this electron because it is quite weakly bound to the molecule. They also knew that if they excited their molecule in a specific way, they would be able to gather information about the changes in magnetic orientation.

The emitted signals came from each element’s “M edge,” the place from which electrons excited by a laser move into empty valence bands. The M edges are unique for each element. Consequently, the researchers were able to use reflected X-ray beams from the M edges to determine what was happening to the magnetic orientation in the Fe and Ni atoms in response to illumination by an intense IR laser pulse. By studying the X-rays reflected from different elements, the international research team was able to use the magnetic orientation in each element was destroyed by the IR light pulse. The team’s first-ever ultrafast observations of element-specific magnetic behavior in an alloy were accomplished with a record-setting time resolution of 55 fs.

The success of the collaboration’s experiment could lead to improvements in the writing speed in information storage devices. It may also bring researchers one step closer to creating revolutionary new devices that are more energy efficient and smaller than today’s electronics devices. It will definitely lead to additional experiments (with tabletop X-ray lasers) aimed at understanding the magnetic behavior of such elements as Ni and Fe in magnetic compounds.

The collaboration’s success has put it a step ahead of researchers who still use ultrafast lasers to explore magnetism. Ultrafast lasers can only generate a combined magnetic signal from all elements in a material. Other research groups use building-sized synchrotron facilities to produce bursts of X-rays to study magnetism and other material properties. However, these bursts are too slow (>100 fs) to observe the fastest electron motions.
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JILA team members were graduate student Chan La-O-Vorakiat, former graduate student Mark Siemens (now a research associate in the Cundiff group) as well as Fellows Margaret Murmane and Henry Kaptay. The NIST ElectronMagnets Division team was able to “see” how fast the magnetic orientation in each element was destroyed by the IR light pulse. The team’s first-ever ultrafast observations of element-specific magnetic behavior in an alloy were accomplished with a record-setting time resolution of 55 fs.

JILA team members were graduate student Chan La-O-Vorakiat, former graduate student Mark Siemens (now a research associate in the Cundiff group) as well as Fellows Margaret Murmane and Henry Kaptay. The NIST ElectronMagnets Division team was able to “see” how fast the magnetic orientation in each element was destroyed by the IR light pulse. The team’s first-ever ultrafast observations of element-specific magnetic behavior in an alloy were accomplished with a record-setting time resolution of 55 fs.
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Chan La-O-Vorakiat, Mark Siemens, Margaret M. Murmane, and Henry Kaptay, Stefan Mathias and Martin Aeschlimann, Patrick Grychtol, Roman Adam, and Claus Schneider; Justin M. Shaw, Hans Nembach, and T. J. Silva. The University of Kaiserlautern team consisted of Stefan Mathias (now a Marie Curie Fellow in the Kapteyn/Murnane group) and Martin Aeschlimann, a former JILA Visiting Fellow. Patrik Groychtl, Roman Adam, and Claus M. Schneider of the Germany’s Institute of Solid State Research rounded out the collaboration.
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Graduate student Adam Kaufman and undergraduate student Ian Caldwell arrived several months early to help make sure the new lab plumbers, and CU facilities management staff to help Instrument Shop staffers Hans Green and Ariel Paul complete the transformation.

In ultracold atoms and nanomechanical systems. Dave Errickson orchestrated crews of asbestos mitigators, flooring experts, electricians, were working to transform retired Fellow Alan Gallagher’s 1960s-vintage space into a new lab dedicated to state-of-the-art experiments.

Fellow Cindy Regal arrived at JILA in January. But months before she arrived, she was in e-mail contact with dozens of people who were working to transform retired Fellow Alan Gallagher’s ’60s-vintage space into a new lab dedicated to state-of-the art experiments in ultracold atoms and nanomechanical systems. Dave Errickson orchestrated crews of asbestos mitigators, flooring experts, electricians, plumbers, and CU facilities management staff to help Instrument Shop staffers Hans Green and Ariel Paul complete the transformation.

Graduate student Adam Kaufman and undergraduate student Ian Caldwell arrived several months early to help make sure the new lab layout conformed to Regal’s specifications.

By March, Cindy Regal and her students (r–l) Ben Yu, Ian Caldwell, and student tour guide Brian Lynch are abdomen deep in the lab’s new solar system. A new lab is the first step in putting together Cindy Regal’s new lab was emptying out its space in early 2009 by retired Fellow Alan Gallagher. Soon afterwards, CU managed (and paid for) asbestos abatement and removal of the old floor tiles, leaving the bare floor seen here. A careful look at the back of the photo reveals an office (occupied by the Nesbitt group) before a wall was added to separate the two spaces.

By October 2009, a new floor had been installed, the lab had a brand new coat of white paint on the walls (thanks again to CU), Building proctor Dave Errickson was hard at work arranging for electricians, plumbers, and CU facilities management staff to help with the “renovation.”

To the great relief of Adam Kaufman and Brian Lynch [head of the JILA (CU) supply office], the optics table is finally in place, resting on a hydraulic lift table prior to installation of its vibration-isolation legs.

By March, Cindy Regal and her students (r–l) Ben Yu, Ian Caldwell, and Adam Kaufman have gotten the Regal lab up and running.

In Regal’s future work, she seeks to engineer and explore new quantum systems using her knowledge of both cold atoms and nanomechanical oscillators, which she sees as potential “quantum resources.” Both may be powerful in combination in hybrid cold-atom–nanomechanical systems.

Two different experiments are already underway in Regal’s lab. They are designed to answer specific questions and give Regal’s group the capability of experimenting with both cold atoms and nanomechanical systems. First, graduate student Adam Kaufman is developing a system for single neutral-atom trapping. His goal is to figure out how to “see” and study a single atom and perhaps even a few isolated atoms. His experiment is the starting point for work on controllable and efficient light-atom interfaces. Second, the mechanical resonators Regal used in both her prior JILA and Caltech research rely upon tension to produce high-frequency–high-quality-factor mechanical oscillators. However, the mechanisms behind this phenomenon are only partially understood. To help solve this puzzle, graduate student Ben Yu and undergraduate student Ian Caldwell are investigating the material and tension dependence of quality factors for these unique “nanostrings.”

Regal is married to former JILA Scott Papp, who is currently an NRC postdoc in the Time and Frequency division at NIST. The couple has a one-year-old son, Nolan.
Close Encounters of the Third Dimension

When Richard Sandberg and his colleagues in the Kapteyn/Murnane group developed a lensless X-ray microscope in 2007 (see JILA Light & Matter, Winter 2008), they were delighted with their ability to obtain a stick-figure image (below) that was comparable in resolution to one from a scanning-electron microscope. However, they didn’t know yet that this was not all they had accomplished. Their collaborators on this work, Professor John Miao and undergraduate Kevin Raines at UCLA’s California NanoSystems Institute, took the Kapteyn/Murnane group’s experimental data and performed a three-dimensional (3D) image reconstruction of the stick figure.

This accomplishment was truly remarkable. Most schemes to determine something’s 3D structure, such as crystallography and tomography, involve multiple measurements at various sample orientations. Determining an object’s 3D structure from just one exposure to a single-wavelength X-ray, recorded on a two-dimensional (2D) image detector nearly identical to the ones in a digital camera was — well — unheard of. So when the UCLA researchers came up with a workable approach to doing just that, they had to invent a brand-new name for their computer-enhanced imaging technique: ankylography, which means “curved writing.”

The development of ankylography was a direct result of the Kapteyn/Murnane group’s experimental work. To obtain very high resolution of their stick-girl image, the researchers had to capture light from the object deflected to very large angles. The process is similar to how the lens on a microscope must capture light from the object, but also scour Zone One, ejecting part or all of its rocky material. With their new understanding of the effect of the interaction of giant planets on a planetary system, Armitage has now turned his attention to Zone One, looking for clues to the formation of habitable planets. He knows that all terrestrial planets form from collisions of smaller bodies. In fact, he says that our moon was likely created in the last large collision with a body the size of Mars that formed the Earth. This suggestion raises the question whether there might have been a fifth terrestrial planet, which formed in the region now occupied by the asteroid belt.

Armitage says there might even have been a fifth giant planet that was ejected early from the Solar System. Perhaps, it’s lurking beyond the Kuiper Belt, where it influences the wildly eccentric orbits of these planets not only influence the evolution of planets in Zone One and Two, but also the planetoids and debris found in Zone Three.

Zone Three comprises the solar system’s Kuiper Belt and Epsilon Eridani’s comet belt. These zones are filled with debris that didn’t have time to build large objects (i.e., planets) or whose planet-building was thwarted by the giant planets in Zone Two. In today’s solar system, the Kuiper Belt contains 10 known dwarf planets, including Pluto, plus millions of smaller objects. The original Kuiper Belt is thought to have been hundreds of times more massive than it is today. Most of the Kuiper Belt’s mass was ejected from the solar system via collisions and other interactions with the giant planets.

Armitage and his colleagues examined the impact of collisions and interactions involving the giant planets in Zone Two. They found that a collision could move giant planets inward toward their star or eject them entirely from the star system. They concluded that the ultimate fate of an entire planetary system appeared to depend on interactions of the closely packed giant planets, whose gravitational influence dominated everything else. These planets were also affected by the primordial Kuiper disk, which helped to separate them and stabilize (and possibly recircularize) their orbits after an early period of instability and collisions. According to Armitage, the unstable period of collisions in Zone Two is responsible for what happens to a planetary system’s outer planets. If things are relatively calm, the giant planets will interact with the outer debris disk, gradually widening the space between them and settling into near circular orbits.

In other star systems, collisions can send giant planets spiraling into their star or rocketing out of the star system. They can cause planets to have wildly eccentric orbits, setting the stage for additional crashes. There are many possible outcomes to this early and often violent period, in which ~50% of the giant planets that end up in close orbits around their star will have had at least one collision.

The violent interactions inside Zone Two also affect the terrestrial planets, which grow slowly via collisions with other rocky bodies. If the outer planets are relatively well-behaved, as was likely early in the solar system, then the inner planets are free to evolve, possibly into habitable planets. In contrast, violent collisions in Zone Two can only eject the giant planets there, but also scour Zone One, ejecting part or all of its rocky material. With their new understanding of the effect of the interaction of giant planets on a planetary system, Armitage has now turned his attention to Zone One, looking for clues to the formation of habitable planets. He knows that all terrestrial planets form from collisions of smaller bodies. In fact, he says that our moon was likely created in the last large collision with a body the size of Mars that formed the Earth. This suggestion raises the question whether there might have been a fifth terrestrial planet, which formed in the region now occupied by the asteroid belt.

Armitage says there might even have been a fifth giant planet that was ejected early from the Solar System. Perhaps, it’s lurking beyond the Kuiper Belt, where it influences the wildly eccentric orbits of these planets not only influence the evolution of planets in Zone One and Two, but also the planetoids and debris found in Zone Three.

Zone Three comprises the solar system’s Kuiper Belt and Epsilon Eridani’s comet belt. These zones are filled with debris that didn’t have time to build large objects (i.e., planets) or whose planet-building was thwarted by the giant planets in Zone Two. In today’s solar system, the Kuiper Belt contains 10 known dwarf planets, including Pluto, plus millions of smaller objects. The original Kuiper Belt is thought to have been hundreds of times more massive than it is today. Most of the Kuiper Belt’s mass was ejected from the solar system via collisions and other interactions with the giant planets.

Armitage and his colleagues examined the impact of collisions and interactions involving the giant planets in Zone Two. They found that a collision could move giant planets inward toward their star or eject them entirely from the star system. They concluded that the ultimate fate of an entire planetary system appeared to depend on interactions of the closely packed giant planets, whose gravitational influence dominated everything else. These planets were also affected by the primordial Kuiper disk, which helped to separate them and stabilize (and possibly recircularize) their orbits after an early period of instability and collisions. According to Armitage, the unstable period of collisions in Zone Two is responsible for what happens to a planetary system’s outer planets. If things are relatively calm, the giant planets will interact with the outer debris disk, gradually widening the space between them and settling into near circular orbits.

In other star systems, collisions can send giant planets spiraling into their star or rocketing out of the star system. They can cause planets to have wildly eccentric orbits, setting the stage for additional crashes. There are many possible outcomes to this early and often violent period, in which ~50% of the giant planets that end up in close orbits around their star will have had at least one collision.

The violent interactions inside Zone Two also affect the terrestrial planets, which grow slowly via collisions with other rocky bodies. If the outer planets are relatively well-behaved, as was likely early in the solar system, then the inner planets are free to evolve, possibly into habitable planets. In contrast, violent collisions in Zone Two can only eject the giant planets there, but also scour Zone One, ejecting part or all of its rocky material. With their new understanding of the effect of the interaction of giant planets on a planetary system, Armitage has now turned his attention to Zone One, looking for clues to the formation of habitable planets. He knows that all terrestrial planets form from collisions of smaller bodies. In fact, he says that our moon was likely created in the last large collision with a body the size of Mars that formed the Earth. This suggestion raises the question whether there might have been a fifth terrestrial planet, which formed in the region now occupied by the asteroid belt.

Armitage says there might even have been a fifth giant planet that was ejected early from the Solar System. Perhaps, it’s lurking beyond the Kuiper Belt, where it influences the wildly eccentric orbit of Sedna, a dwarf planet discovered in 2003. However, whether there were once more planets in our solar system is still a mystery to be solved. There is still much to be learned about the planet we call home and others like it.
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Artist’s conception comparing the Epsilon Eridani star system to our own solar system. Both systems have asteroids (brown), comets (blue) and planets (white dots). This star system is located 10 light years away from Earth in the constellation Eridanus. Its central star is a younger and fainter version of our Sun. At about 800 million years old, it is about the age of our Sun when life first arose on Earth.

Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

Sculpting a Star System: The Outer Planets

Fellow Phil Armitage and colleagues from the Université de Bordeaux and Google, Inc. are key players in the quest to understand the secrets of planet formation. Current theory holds that there are three zones of planet formation around a star (as shown in the figure). In Zone One, the hot innermost zone, small rocky planets form over a period of hundreds of millions of years. The planets form too slowly to accrete gas from the original planetary disk. Zone One is the terrestrial, or habitable, zone.

Zone Two is the region where giant gas planets like Jupiter and Saturn and ice giants like Uranus and Neptune form. The giant planets form quickly and are often closely packed. The close packing can make them violently unstable. Interactions (or collisions) of these planets not only influence the evolution of planets in Zones One and Two, but also the planetoids and debris found in Zone Three.

Zone Three comprises the solar system’s Kuiper Belt and Epsilon Eridani’s comet belt. These zones are filled with debris that didn’t have time to build large objects (i.e., planets) or whose planet-building was thwarted by the giant planets in Zone Two. In today’s solar system, the Kuiper Belt contains 10 known dwarf planets, including Pluto, plus millions of smaller objects. The original Kuiper Belt is thought to have been hundreds of times more massive than it is today. Most of the Kuiper Belt’s mass was ejected from the solar system via collisions and other interactions with the giant planets.

What the UCLA researchers realized was that the light recorded on the image detector was simultaneously seeing the object from many different directions. This process was actually a version of the stereoscopic vision that people have when they see with two eyes. The figure above is evidence of their success in determining the depth of an object. Panels b and c are 3D views of the stick girl from the front and side, respectively. Panel a is a picture of an Ewald sphere, a two-dimensional geometric construct used to show the relationship between the wavelengths of incident and diffracted X-ray beams as well as the diffraction angle for each reflection.

Miao and his colleagues showed that their new method not only works for the little stick girl, but also for computer-generated data simulating 3D reconstructions of a piece of sodium silicate glass and a single poliovirus. Kapteyn believes that with further development, ankylography could have applications in both the physical and life sciences, making it possible in the future to take 3D “snapshots” with nanometer resolution using an X-ray flash of only a few femtoseconds. Superman would be envious!
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The Dana Z. Anderson group has developed a microchip-based system that not only rapidly produces Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs), but also is compact and transportable. The complete working system easily fits on an average-sized rolling cart. This technology opens the door to using ultracold matter in gravity sensors, atomic clocks, inertial sensors, as well as in electric- and magnetic-field sensing. Research associate Dan Farkas demonstrated the new system at the American Physical Society’s March 2010 meeting, held in Portland, Oregon, March 15–19. To perfect the new compact BEC transporter, Farkas worked closely with Fellow Dana Z. Anderson, graduate students Kai Hudak, Evan Salim, and Stephen Segal, and Matthew Squires, who received his Ph.D. from CU in 2008. The Anderson group has been working on different aspects of this new technology for more than a decade. Key components of the new system include the two-chamber vacuum cell and an innovative atom-chip design. The new vacuum cell took the Anderson group more than a decade to perfect. Researchers built and tested more than 70 different prototypes before coming up with a design that provides the ultrahigh vacuum quality needed in the new portable system. The new vacuum cell is 10–20 times smaller than its conventional counterparts. It also serves as the platform for the atom chip where the BECs are made. Plus, the cell is now standardized, making it a good candidate for commercialization.

The atom chip was developed in 5-year collaboration between Anderson and Victor Bright of CU’s Department of Mechanical Engineering, Teledyne Technologies, Inc., the Sarnoff Corporation, and Vescent Photonics. Although the collaboration’s counterparts. It also serves as the platform for the atom chip where the BECs are made. Plus, the cell is now standardized, making it a good candidate for commercialization.

The BEC Transporter
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June Symposium To Honor Juri Toomre’s 70th Birthday

IAU Symposium 271, *Astrophysical Dynamics: From Stars to Galaxies*, will be held in Nice, France, from June 21–25. The symposium will celebrate Professor Juri Toomre’s 70th birthday and his many contributions to the field of astrophysical dynamics. It features leading experts who will review our current understanding of stars, galaxies, and their dynamics. Speakers will emphasize the commonalities between various fields and identify specific projects or astrophysical problems that could lead to cross-fertilization between different communities. They will also preview current challenges that may be amenable to observational and modeling techniques from other research fields.

Conference co-chairs are former JILA Fellows Allan Sacha Brun (CEA/Saclay) and Nic Brummell (University of California, Santa Cruz). Invited speakers include Keith Moffat (retired), Juri Toomre’s thesis advisor at Cambridge University; Alar Toomre (MIT), Juri’s brother; and Former JILA Fellow Ellen Zweibel (University of Wisconsin). Most importantly, Juri Toomre gets the last word — literally — on the final day of the symposium.

For more information, please see: http://irfu.cea.fr/Projets/IAUSymp271/

Kudos to...

**Henry Kapteyn** and **Margaret Murnane** for winning the 2010 Arthur L. Schawlow Prize in Laser Science for their pioneering work in the area of the ultrafast laser science, including development of ultrafast optical and coherent soft X-ray sources. The prize consists of $10,000 and a certificate citing their contributions.

**Henry Kapteyn** and **Margaret Murnane** for winning the R. W. Wood Prize of the Optical Society of America. The prize recognizes outstanding scientific achievement in the field of optics.

**Art Phelps** for winning first prize, along with Z. Lj P. Petrović, for the most highly cited paper in the past 10 years from the journal *Plasma Science and Technology*. His paper was titled “Cold-cathode discharges and breakdown in argon: surface and gas phase production of secondary electrons.”

**Juri Toomre** for winning the 2010 Hazel Barnes prize, the largest and most prestigious single faculty award funded by the University of Colorado at Boulder. The $20,000 prize was established in honor of Philosophy Professor Emerita Hazel Barnes to recognize “the enriching interrelationship between teaching and research.”

**Carl Wieman** for being nominated by President Barack Obama to be Associate Director for Science at the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy.